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NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION 

Summary 

Loretto is located at 190 Peppers Ferry Road on a wooded 3.6-acre parcel just to the north of 
the historic downtown area of Wytheville, Virginia. The southeast-facing Loretto house is a two- 
story brick dwelling with a double-pile center-passage plan. The rear pile of rooms is the 
original section of the house: a two-story, single-pile, center-passage-plan dwelling believed to 
have been built in 1852. The front rooms were built on in the 1880s, and a slate-shingled 
mansard roof with an attic story was added, giving the house a Second Empire-style appearance. 
Other important exterior features include a two-story front portico dating to 1911, a one-story 
rear ell dating to 1912, and a porte cochere and pergola on the side elevations dating to 1927. 
The interior has Greek Revival mantels and door and window trim from the 1850s, an elaborate 
Victorian stair dating to 1902, Federal-style detailing from another Wytheville house, and many 
other notable features dating from the 1850s to the 1970s. Located behind the main house is a 
v-notched log smokehouse that was probably built in the 1850s, and a double-pen, v-notched log 
slave quarters and kitchen that was built in 1852. Also on the property are a frame building 
known as the office which may origudly have served as a former rear ell of the main house, 
a mid-twentieth-century frame shed, and historic and modem landscape features. 

Inventory 

1. Loretto. Ca. 1852; 1880s. Contributing building. 
2. Slave QuarterIKitchen. 1852. Conmbuting building. 
3. Smokehouse. 1850s. Contributing building. 
4. Office. Thud quarter of the nineteenth century. Contributing building. 
5. Shed. Mid-twentieth century. Noncontributing building. 

House: Exterior 

Loretto is a large house with a relatively simple double-pile form. The original section of the 
house is built on a finely crafted limestone foundation with prism mortar joints. Later sections 
of the house may have stone, brick, or poured concrete foundations. The visible walls of the 
original and later sections of the house are constructed of American-bond brickwork. The end 
walls of the original section are laid in five-course American bond. The 1880s front section is 
laid in four- or five-course American bond with a headerlstretcher course every five or six 
courses. The 1912 ell is constructed of six-course American-bond brickwork. The exterior brick 
surfaces are painted gray. 
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The four exterior brick chimneys project only slightly from the northeast and southwest walls of 
the house, and they have unusual shoulders that step inward towards the house under the eaves; 
the tops of the stacks then project through the roof to terminate at a corbeled cap. (The slightly 
projecting profile probably characterized the original 1852 chimneys, and was adopted for the 
1880s chimneys for consistency's sake. The upper sections of the original chimneys were 
probably altered so as not to interfere with the 1880s cornice.) 

The house has a mansard roof with a slight kick (from a distance the roof appears concave). The 
roof is sheathed with gray roofing slates and decorative yellowish and reddish slates that define 
diamond patterns. Other features of the roof include hipped dormers with bracketed cornices, 
Ill-sash windows, and slate-sheathed sides; an elaborate metal cresting above a molded cornice 
at the top of the lower roof slope; and a heavy cornice at the base of the roof with large paired 
wood brackets. 

Across the front of the house extends a monumental portico added in 1911 and supported by six 
Doric columns of painted masonry consauction. The porch has a flat or shallow hipped roof, 
a dentil cornice, square pilasters at the two front comers of the house, concrete column bases, 
and a concrete floor that was poured in 1921. Off the southwest side extends a one-story porte 
cochere added in 1927 and supported by round wood columns. Off the rear of the house extends 
several one-story additions dating to the 1890s and the early twentieth century. These additions 
include a kitchen wing; the 1912 ell mentioned above, which has segmental-arched windows, a 
metal-sheathed hip roof, and a tall brick flue; a latticed back porch dating to 1927; and a glassed- 
in porch or sun p l o r .  Off the northeast side of the house extends a 1927 pergola supported 
by round wood columns. 

Window and door openings are varied. The front entry has a classical surround that probably 
dates to the 1920s, a transom with lead cames, and a paneled door with arched lights containing 
leaded glass. Above this entry is a 191 1 tripartite window. Most of the other windows date to 
the 1880s and have 212 sash and louvered shutters. A window at the upper west corner of the 
rear elevation has molded trim suggesting it dates to 1852. Also on the rear elevation is a 
semicircular stained-glass window. Several windows that were redone in the early twentieth 
century have decorative lead cames. An entry was cut into the northeast elevation in 1912 to 
link the dining room to the outdoors; this entry has an elliptical fanlight and a glass door with 
a diamond muntin pattern. 

House: Interior 

The first, second, and attic stories of Loretto have plaster-and-lath wall and ceiling finishes, 
wood floors, and generally two- and four-panel doors (the two-panel doors date to the 1850s, 
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the four-panel doors to the late nineteenth century). The front entry opens into a center passage 
with doorways or larger openings leading into the four principal downstairs rooms. Midway 
along the passage is a transverse wall--the front elevation of the original section of the house-- 
with a large opening that is the jamb of the original front entry (the connecting points of former 
sidelight uprights are still apparent). At the back of the passage is a doorway (the former back 
door of the original house) with a two-panel door and a paneled jamb, and a two-run, closed- 
string stair dating to 1852 that was Victorianized in 1902. The stair has a paneled spandrel and 
string, fluted square newels with finials, an elaborate railing with spindlework and pierced 
panels. and turned pendants. Over the stair landing is a semicircular stained-glass window with 
blue-green, aqua, pink, and yellow glass. The stair detailing on the ground floor is carried 
through to the attic. 

The east first-story room, entered from the center passage through a wide opening, has served 
as the main parlor since the 1880s. The room has a wide baseboard that is identical to the one 
in the south first-story room, and a fireplace with a 1910 mantel supported by fluted Ionic 
columns and bearing an inscription in the frieze that reads: "God's Providence is mine 
Inheritance. " The fireplace hearth and surround have glazed tiles in pastel blue, rose, and brown 
hues. A large opening on the rear wall of the parlor leads to the north first-stq room, located 
in the original section of the house, and used since at least the late nineteenth century as the 
dining room. The boldly molded baseboard in the dining room, and also a door to the center 
passage with a paneled jamb and a boldly molded surround and comer blocks, date to 1852. The 
tireplace has a tripartite Federal mantel with gouged work and fluted pilasters. (This mantel and 
the detailing in the 1912 ell were salvaged from the early-nineteenth-century Spiller House, 
formerly located on the north side of the 100 block of W. Main St. in Wytheville.) Spanning 
across the dining room ceiling are two cased steel beams that were added in 1974 to prevent the 
ceiling from sagging. 

The south first-story room, known as the library and located in the 1880s section of the house, 
has two windows with lead came sash, and a Greek Revival mantel with a peaked board above 
the shelf and slightly tapered pilasters with convex sections. (This mantel was moved from the 
original section of the house, probably from the d i g  room.) An archway on the rear wall of 
the library leads to the west first-story room, which has the least altered Greek Revival interior 
of the house. The room features a mantel with a peaked board above the shelf and pilasters with 
fluted convex sections. To the right side of the fireplace is a press with double two-panel doors; 
to the left side is a window with lead cames above a window seat. This window replaces a 
doorway to a late-nineteenth-century conservatory that in turn replaced a press similar to the one 
on the other side of the tireplace. Both the press and the window have surrounds with fluted 
convex sections. On the rear wall of the room is a doorway with a door, transom, and sidelights 
with diamond-pattern muntins. The doorway leads to the glassed-in back porch known as the 
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sun parlor. 

The sun parlor, the door at the back of the center passage, and a large opening on the rear wall 
of the dining room connect to the principal rear rooms of the house: the kitchen and the 1912 
ell originally used as a bedroom and now used as a breakfast room. The kitchen has modem 
counters and finishes. The breakfast room has a Federal mantel and a high paneled wainscot that 
originally belonged to the Spiller House. Flanking the f q l a c e  are two built-in china cabinets 
with arched glass fronts that may have come from the Spiller House but are more likely early- 
twentieth-century Colonial Revival features. 

The second story repeats the double-pile center-passage plan of the fm story. The center 
passage is divided into a front and a rear section by a 1920s archway that incorporates two 
closets. At the southeast end of the passage is the large window that appears on the exterior 
directly above the front entrance of the house. The second-story rooms have two Greek Revival 
mantels with peaked boards similar to the fust-story mantels but less decorative pilasters. The 
Greek Revival mantel in the north second-story room remains at its original location; the mantel 
in the south room was moved from the west room. The east room has a Victorian mantel with 
a bracketed shelf and raised panels. Two doors in the second story-one two-panel and the other 
four-panel--have faded graining with dark burl-like figures on a brown ground. Other features 
of the second story include 1850s fluted door surrounds with turned comer blocks, an early- 
twentieth-century window seat and modem closets in the north room, a 1920s bathroom 
partitioned off from the west room, and a bathroom above the rear additions. 

The attic story has a center passage, four bedrooms, and a bathroom with plaster-and-lath walls 
and ceilings, four-panel doors, and plain baseboards. The basement is accessed by a stair that 
leads down under the stair in the-fust-story center passage. The basement was partially 
excavated in 1909 to provide space for a coal furnace. Under the original section of the house 
are straight-sawn joists; under the later front section are circular-sawn joists. 

Outbuildings and Landscape Features 

The largest outbuilding on the Loretto property is the one-and-a-half-story double-pen log 
dwelling that stands directly behind the main house and measures approximately 48' by 18' in 
size. According to tradition, this dwelling was occupied by the Stuart family during the 
construction of the main house. Soon afterwards it was used as a slave quarter and kitchen, and 
it continued in use as a kitchen and residence for the family cook into the early twentieth 
century. Certain structural features suggest that the dwelling was built in two campaigns, with 
the southwest pen and framed center section representing the o r i w  part, and the northeast pen 
representing an addition, perhaps another dwelling that was joined to the southwest section. 
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However, the consistency of construction exhibited throughout the dwelling suggests it was built 
in one campaign, or that the various sections were built at roughly the same time. 

The dwelling consists of two v-notched log pens separated by a frame center room, with a 
limestone rubble foundation containing a root cellar below and garret rooms and a metal-sheathed 
side-gable roof above. At each gable end rises an American-bond brick chimney on a limestone 
base. The northeast chimney has pencilled mortar joints and is missing its stack. The southeast 
(front) elevation of the h e  center section is sheathed in beaded weatherboards, as is the gable 
on the northeast end. The rest of the house is sheathed in plain weatherboards. On the front 
elevation are three entries hung with beaded batten doors. On the rear (northwest) elevation are 
three window openings, one with a 616-sash window. Other exterior features include the initials 
"G. F. (E.?)" carved on the front beaded weatherboards, Queen Anne window sash inserted in 
the window openings in the northeast gable, and a beaded rake board in the northeast gable. 

The virtually unaltered interior features wood floors and whitewashed exposed log walls with 
prism daubing. The two log pens have enclosed comer stairs that were added, as suggested 
by evidence that ceiling joists were removed to accommodate the stairs. A simple bracketed 
shelf mantel survives in the northeast pen. The center frame section has hewn studs, circular- 
sawn ceiling lath, and the pencilled date "March 8, 1919. " The garrets feature exposed log half- 
walls (not whitewashed) and plaster and circular-sawn lath ceilings that conceal common 
rafterlcollar beam roofs. A doorway exists between the garrets over the southwest pen and the 
center frame section, but there is no doorway between the northeast garret and the center section. 
This, coupled with the presence of weatherboards facing into the northeast garret. support the 
hypothesis that the northeast pen is an addition. 

Between the quarter and the rear additions of the main house stands an antebellum, v-notched 
log smokehouse. The building has wood slab chinking and prism daubing; a pressed-metal- 
sheathed gable roof; and beaded weatherboards in the upper part of the northwest gable with 
circular-sawn plain weatherboards below, several with diamond-shaped cut-outs for ventilation. 
The smokehouse is entered through a low doorway with a beaded batten door with a wooden lock 
box. Inside are four tiers of logs and sawn beams used to suspend meat during smoking. 
Extending from the northeast side of the smokehouse is a roughly square area enclosed by a low 
limestone wall. This enclosure was created in 1912 and used by the Campbells as an "outdoor 
living room. " 

To the west of the main house, quarter, and smokehouse is a one-story frame building that is 
believed to have once served as a dining room ell for the main house, and is now generally 
referred to as the office, although it is uncertain whether it ever in fact served as an office. 
The apparent circular-sawn construction of the building suggests it was built after the Civil War. 
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If it did in fact serve as the dining room ell, then it may be portrayed on the circa 1880 Gray 
map, which shows Loretto with a rear ell. The building has weatherboard siding with traces of 
white and red paint, a pressed-metal-sheathed side-gable roof, and an early-twentieth-century 
garage addition with a shed roof, 212-sash windows, and diagonal beaded tongue-and-groove 
doors. Other features include a beaded batten door, a beaded board partition on the interior, 
board wall and ceiling sheathing and a poured concrete floor. The ceiling is painted blue and 
the walls olive drab, treatments that suggest the building once served a domestic or office 
function. Also located on the parcel is a frame shed that was probably built in the mid-twentieth 
century. 

The Loretto property is located in a grove of mature oaks, Norway spruce, and hemlocks. The 
drive that leads to the house from Peppers Ferry Road forms a circle in front of the house. Just 
outside the north line of the 3.6-acre parcel on which the Loretto house stands is a double-crib, 
v-notched log barn that once formed part of the Loretto farm complex. The barn measures 
approximately 48' by 18' in size and has s metal-sheathed side-gable roof, a vertical-board-sided 
mow, sliding doors on metal tracks, and plate log extensions on the south gable end. A 
weatherboarded frame springhouse stood beside a seeam further to the north until it was 
demolished by development activity in Spring 1994. 

Integrity Statement 

Loretto evolved on a nearly continuous basis from the 1850s to the 1920s, with minor alterations 
occurring since. The present house combines Greek Revival details from the 1850s, Second 
Empire and miscellaneous Victorian elements from the late nineteenth century, and Classical and 
Colonial Revival-inspired features from the early twentieth century. As an evolutionary product, 
Loretto has good architectural integrity, with each phase of its development clearly differentiated. 
Loretto also retains integrity as a relatively complete antebellum domestic complex, with the 
main house, smokehouse, and slave quarterlkitchen represented. 

Architectural Analysis 

Loretto is a complex, highly evolved dwelling. The core of the house--the two-story, center- 
passage-plan, brick house believed to have been built for William A. Stuart in 1852, was in its 
day and place a stylish dwelling. The two Greek Revival mantels in the fist story are the work 
of a skilled craftsman, exhibiting none of the vernacular tendencies that characterize Greek 
Revival styling in the more rural areas of Southwest Virginia during the period. The mansard 
roof added to the house in the 1880s was locally popular during the period, although Second 
Empire styling was no longer fashionable in the nation's urban centers by 1880. Architecturally, 
the completed house bears a striking resemblance to the Graham House at Graham's Forge, 
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Wythe County. The Graham House was remodeled in the Second Empire-style at about the 
same time as Loretto, and it shares with Loretto a mansard roof with hipped dormers and a 
bracketed cornice.' The monumental portico and diamond-muntin windows added in the early 
twentieth century were both popular treaments in Wytheville during the period. In 1927, 
prolific Wytheville builder Moms C. Miller added the porte cochere and pergola to the house. 
These additions relate to the loosely classical idiom in which Miller was working in the 1920s.' 
The 19 11 portico may also be attributable to Miller, who is believed to have built a similar 
portico onto the front of Wytheville's St. John's Episcopal Church in 1909-1910. 

The Loreno slave quarterkitchen is more enigmatic than the main house. That the building 
served as a residence for slaves owned by the Floyd family is very likely, based on the historical 
evidence (presented in section 8 of this report) and based on the form of the building, which is 
typical of slave quarters throughout the region and throughout the South.' That the building 
dates to before the Civil War is also beyond doubt, based on its architectural features. What is 
uncertain is the original form and provenience of the building. The architectural features 
outlined in the preceding discussion suggest that the building may have been assembled from two 
separate buildings. If so, the possibility exists that the building's fabric antedates the 1850s. 
The tradition that the building served as a temporary dwelling while Loretto was being built 
accords well with local practice: at 340 E. Washington St. in Wytheville, attorney Wiam Terry 
constructed a frame dwelling in 1858 to serve as a temporary residence while he built a brick 
house at the site.' 
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NARRATM STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

Summary 

Loretto is an important local example of the Second Empire-style in Wytheville, Virginia. The 
core of the house, a two-story single-pile brick dwelling believed to have been built for William 
A. Stuart in 1852, retains original Greek Revival-style interior detailing. The house was 
enlarged in the 1880s by its fourth owner, Robert Crockett, and given its present mansarded 
double-pile appearance. The house has a monumental Doric portico, a variegated slate mansard 
roof, and notable interior features dating from the 1850s to the 1920s. Behind the house is a 
double-pen log dwelling that is believed to have been occupied by the Stuart family during the 
construction of the main house and was later used as a slave quarter and kitchen. Loretto is 
associated with a number of individuals who were active in local and state politics during the 
nineteenth century. William A. Stuart, brother of CSA General J. E. B. Stuart, served as clerk 
of Wythe County Circuit Court from 1851 to 1861. Henry Carter Stuart, a governor of 
Virginia, is believed to have been born in the house in 1855. The second owner of the house, 
Benjamin Rush Floyd, represented Wythe County in the Virginia Senate during his occupancy 
of the house. Floyd was the son of Governor John Floyd and the brother of Virginia Governor 
and U. S. Secretary of War John B. Floyd. Later owners included Robert Sayers, a county 
sheriff and state legislator; Robert Crockett, a prominent local attorney; Archibald A. Campbell, 
an educator and judge; and Stuart B. Campbell, Sr., a state legislator, Commonwealth's 
Attorney, and a president of the Virginia Bar Association. 

Justification of Criteria 

Loretto is eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places under Criteria A and C. 
Under Criterion A, the property has cumulative significance in the area of Politics/Government 
for its association with a number of individuals who were active in local and state politics from 
the 1850s to the 1940s. Under Criterion C, the property is eligible for the architectural character 
of the Lorem house, an important local example of the Second Empire-style and one of 
Wytheville, Virginia's finest nineteenth-century dwellings. The property is also a r c h i t e ~ m y  
significant for the antebellum log slave quarterlkitchen that stands behind the main house. The 
quarter represents one of the few buildings of its type to survive in Wytheville. The period of 
significance for the property extends from circa 1852 to 1944, covering the period of the 
construction and major alterations to the house, and the period of occupancy by the political 
leaders who are associated with the property. The property is of local significance. 
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Historical Background 

Lorelto stands on land that belonged to the Wohlford (also spelled Woolford) family during the 
late eighteemb century and the first half of the nineteenth cenaury. It is possible that a Wohlford 
dwelling stood on the prom during the paid (see Architectural Analysis).' The town of 
Evansham, the county seat of Wythe County, was established in the 1790s to the south of the 
site where Loretto was later to be built. h 1839, the corporate limits of WythevilIe (as 
Evansham was renamed) were extended to within a quarter mile of the house site, and in the 
1840s St. Mary's Catholic Church and cemetery were established across the Raleigh and Grayson 
Turnpike (the present Peppers Ferry Road) from the site. In three separate purchases dating to 
1850, 1851, and 1852, William Mexander stuart bought 107 acres of Wohlford land on the 
north side of Wythe~ille.~ According to Stuart family tradition, W i a m  built the tw*stOry 
brick house that forms the core of Lorem in 1852.' The house is said to have been named Oak 
Level after the many oaks that stand on the property. Stuart reportedly built a "six-r00m log 
house subsequently weatherboarded" that his family occupied until the brick house was 
completed. The log dwelling was then used as a "kitchen and servants quarters" and stands today 
behind the main house.' Hemy Caaer Stuart, a governor of Virginia during the 1910s. was 
born at Oak Level on 18 January 1855.9 

William A. Stuart, the older brother of CSA General James EweU Brown (Jeb) Stuart, served 
as a deputy clerk of Gies County, Virginia, in the early 1840s. In 1844, he was made a deputy 
clerk of the Wythe County Circuit Superior C o w  of Law and Chancery. In 1847 he became 
clerk of the court.1° During the 1850s, Stuart accumulated property around Wytheville and 
involved himself in business. With W i h  C. Aumm, Stuart opened one of the earliest stores 
in Rural Retreat, Virginia, a depot community located several miles west of WythevilIe. Stuart 
served as the fmt president of the Wythe County YMCA in 1857." According to one account, 
Stuart also served as the cashier of Wytheville's Southwest Virginia Bank shortly before the Civil 
War." In the spring of 1862, Stuart joined with George Palmer and Benjamin Buchanan to 
fonn a company to produce sait at Saltville, V i ,  located one county to the west of 
Wytheville. In 1864, Stuan Buchanan & Company was the largest producer of salt in Saltville, 
an important source of salt for the Confederacy during the Civil War. 1870, Stuart and 
Buchanan formed another successful company, the ~olston Salt and Plaster Company." 

Stuart is believed to have sold his Oak Level property to Benjamin R. Floyd in 1856." 
Benjamin Rush Floyd (ca. 181 1-1860) was a son of Virginia governor John Floyd and a brother 
of another governor, John B. Floyd. Like his father and brother Floyd pursued a career in 
poiitics. In 1839, Floyd was named a trustee of the newly incorporated town of Wytheville." 
In 1846- 1847, Floyd represented Wythe and Pulaski counties in the Virginia House of Delegat?; 
in 1850-1851 he served as one of four delegates from Wythe. Smyth, and Washington counhes 
to the Virginia Constitutional Convention, the so-cal1ed"Reform Convention"; and in 1857-1858 
Floyd served once more in the Virginia General Assembly, this time in the Senate representing 
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Wythe, Smyth and Washington counties.16 Floyd also acted as the captain of the Wythe Rifle 
Guards during the 1850s and he was one of the founders of the Agricuitural Society of 
Southwestern Virginia about 1859." Benjamin R. and Nancy S. Floyd, who were Catholic, 
named their property Loretto after the Loreto shrine in Italy." 

Benjamin R. Floyd died of a heart attack in Washington on February 15, 1860, while visiting his 
brother, John B. Floyd, then Secretary of War in the Buchanan adrmrustra . . tion.'' The inventory 

made of Floyd's personal estate provides many insights into the character of the house and its 
surroundings during the antebellum period.m The Floyds owned a considerable amount of 
furniture, china, and plate, and a personal library that included a "macialion [sic] of Winfield 
Scott" and an "Album of Prints of Virginia" (probably Edward Beyer's Album of Virginia). The 
first-story center passage appears to have been furnished with three chairs, a clock, a lamp 
@robably suspended), two door rugs, and an "old oil cloth."" Widows in the house were 
outfitted with curtains, shades, and at least two "window cornish" (cornices). The description 
of kitchen furniture and bulk food containers is directly followed by an enumeration of five 
slaves. The slaves and their listed values were "1 Negro Woman" ($150), "1 Negro Boy Tom 
Cook" ($1,500), "1 Negro Boy John" ($1,500), "(ditto) Hastin (?)" ($1,350), and "Big Tom" 
($500). The inventory also makes reference to an icehouse and springhouse and to Floyd's 
extensive legal library, apparently kept in an office separate from the main house. An 
anonymous description of Loretto, possibly prepared about 1940 by Stuart B. Campbell under 
the auspices of the Works Progress Administration, states that during the antebellum period the 
property's "excellent outhouses consisted of a good kitchen, five or six rooms for servants, ice- 
house, smokehouse, grauary, stables, sheds, carriage house, spring house, etc."* 

The United States Census free and slave population schedules for Wythe County shed additional 
light ori Nancy Floyd's holdings shortly after her husband's death. On June 2, 1860, Nancy 
Floyd gave her age as thirty-nine and valued her real estate at $8,000 and her personal estate at 
$3,000. Living with Floyd were her daughter Malvina, her sons John and Benjamin Rush, Jr., 
and three women: Malvina Matthews, Mary B. Matthews, and A. Smyth. The Matthews (or 
Mathews) family, who lived near the Floyds, was another early Catholic family in the Wytheville 
area.21 Floyd was listed as owning fow slaves: a woman aged sixty years, a man aged thirty- 
two, and a boy and a girl. In addition, Malvina and Mary Matthews each owned a slave. 
Several or all of these individuals would have lived in the quarters that stands behind the main 
house. 

In October 1860, Nancy S. Floyd sold Loretto and 97 acres to Col. Robert Sayers, Jr., who, 
with his wife Catherine A., lived in the house until 1869." Sayers was sheriff of Wythe 
County during the period and he served two terms in the Virginia House of Delegates as a 
Readjuster legislator in the late 1870s and early 1 8 8 0 ~ . ~ ~  In 1869, Sayers sold Loreno to his 
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brother-in-law, Wytheville attorney Robert Crockett, Jr. (b. ca. 1839).16 Crockea may have 
practiced law in Wytheville before the Civil War, possibly with his postbellum partner, Frank 
S. Blair. During the war he served as a captain in the CSA and was wounded at the Second 
Battle of Manassa~.~' 

In 1870, Robert Crockett lived at Loretto with his wife Virginia, aged twenty-eight, and their 
two young children, William S. and Elmira. Also living on the property were domestic servants 
Feba and Anna Cloud and day laborer Joseph Bud, all of whom were black. Crockett owned 
$8,000 worth of real estate and $1,000 worth of personal estate." Crockett was a member of 
the Wytheville Presbyterian Church (he described himself as a "New School Presbyterian"), and 
he may have been associated with the founding of the Presbyterian-affiliated finishing school, 
Plumer Memorial Female College; Crockett owned the building on Witheis Road where the 
college was estabiished in the early 1880s. Loretto, which remained Crockett's primary 
residence until 1888 or 1889, retained its original single-pile form with centered rear ell in 
1880." During the 1880s, Crockett enlarged Loretto by adding a second pile of four rooms 
across the front of the house, creating a two-story, double-pile, center-passage-plan dwelling. 
The Second Empire-style mansard roof was added at this time, and Norway spruce were planted 
in front of the house (several of these trees ~urvive) .~  

Robert Crockett experienced fmancial difficulties in the 1880s; consequently, Loretto was sold 
at auction on 12 May 1888 to Ellen Brown Stuart, the second wife of William A. Stuart. The 
property was held "for the exclusive benefit for life of Susie Stuart Campbell, daughter of said 
William Alexander and Ellen Spiller Stuart and wife of A. A. Campbell."" Susie and 
Archibald A. Campbell moved into the house in September 1888." Archibald Campbell had 
organized the Wytheville Male Academy in 1881 and served as its principal until 1889; during 
the session of 1888- 1889, ten students boarded in the attic rooms at Loretto. In 1889, Campbell 
resigned from the school to study law; by 1893 he was practicing law in Wytheville and was 
later appointed a judge." The Campbells made changes to Loretto on an almost yearly basis 
from the 1890s to the mid-1920s. In 1902 they installed the present center-passage stair and 
stained-glass landing window using the "Lead Mines Money, " the proceeds from Archibald's first 
major court case. A coal furnace was installed in 1909; the inscribed mantel in the front parlor 
was added in 1910; the house was painted for the fust time--gray, the present color--and the 
front portico was added in 191 1; and in 1912 the one-story brick wing was added to the rear as 
a bedroom for Susie's brother, Alexander B. Stuart. During the early twentieth century, the 
former slave quarters behind the main house were still used as a residence by the family cook.Y 

Upon Susie Stuart Campbell's death in 1926, Loretto passed to the Campbells' two sons, Stuart 
Bland Campbell,Sr., and P. Fitzgerald Campbell. Stuart, Sr.$ought his brother's interest in the 
property and lived there with his wife, Marion, Virginia native Mary Miles St~art.~' 
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The Campbells continued the regimen of alterations, adding a bathroom and closets to the second 
story, inserting Federal detailing from the Spiller House in Wytheville (the home of Stuart B. 
Campbell, Sr.'s,great-grandfather, William Hickman Spiller), and hiring prolific Wytheville 
builder Moms C. Miller to add a pergola and porte cochere to the house in 1927.% Campbell 
practiced law with his father in the 1910s. In 1911 he became commonwealth's attorney, and 
he also served as a president of the Virginia Bar Association." He represented Wythe County 
in the 1942, 1944-1945, and 1946-1947 sessions of the Virginia House of Delegates." Upon 
Campbell's death in 1973, Loretto was inherited by Stuart B. Campbell, Jr. He and his wife 
Janet Campbell lived in the house until his death in 1987. In 1992, Janet Campbell sold 
the Loretto property to an investment group. 'The Investment group in turn donated the house 
and 3.6 acres to the Wytheville Community College Education Foundation, Inc., the present 
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Verbal Boundary Description 

The boundaries of the Loretto nominated parcel are shown in Exhibit A. 

Boundary Justification 

The present 3.6-acre parcel on which Loretto stands represents the historic core of the Loretto 
property. The adjoining acreage is in the process of being developed for commercial purposes. 
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Exhibit A: Plan of Loretto property. Heavy line indicates boundary of nominated parcel. 
Scale: 1" = 100'. 
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Exhibit B : First, second, and attic-story plans of hretto. Produced by Robert L. Rogers. AIA, 
of Architectura1 AItematives, Blacksburg, Virginia, based on measurements taken by Wythevitle 
Community College engineering students. Measurements may need ta be fieId verified- 
Smle: 1/32" = 1'. 
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Exhibit C: Plan for Subdivision of Loretto Property. Cecil Engineering. ca. 1992. North is up. 
This plan shows roads, sewer lines, etc. that are being developed on the lots adjoining the 3.6- 
acre Loretto nominated parcel. 






